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Abstract 
The method allowing overcoming the semantic uncertainty in criterion concepts of a procedural law is offered. As an example, it 
had been chosen the Article 165 – “Violation of the author's or adjacent rights” of Criminal Code of Azerbaijan Republic, which 
is based on the formalism for the criterion concept "extensive damage" coupled with the applied sanction. For imposition of 
adequate to criterion concept sentence, it is offered the scale of the possible sanctions obtained based on the description of the 
correspondent legal norm in terms of fuzzy implicative rules. 
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1.  Introduction 
Naturalistic view of the process of cognition, which allows treating the subject of science as objective reality, 
provides the basis for the legal thinking, where the legal reality is limited by existing legislation, and goals are 
established based on security of legal practice problems. As I. Malinova1 stated “legal reality is presented as a whole 
set of legal phenomena: existing legal relationships, legal norms, institutions and legal concepts, as well as 
phenomenon of legal mentality”. In other words, the legal reality includes the so-called base legal phenomena, such 
as: “legal norms” (normative theory), “legal relationships” (sociological direction) and “legal emotions” 
(psychological direction), relative to which the other legal phenomena are derivatives. According to approach of I.A. 
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Isaev2 structural constituents of the legal reality are legal ideology including legal awareness and legal ideas and 
concepts, views and attitudes; legal norm formally fixed in existing legislation; legal relationships – really emerging 
legal bonds, various types of realization of the right. At the same time, it is necessary to take into account that these 
specified elements of legal reality should be considered in its historical development, and the field of the conducted 
research is bounded by relevant information, its goals and objectives. As in other social sciences, in the process of 
legal research partial science methods to study the legal reality are developed and used , such as the method of 
comparative jurisprudence, the method of interpretation (or explanation) and technical method. However, at the 
present stage of legal studies it cannot be limited to these methods. Even legal scholars consistently defending the 
status of dogmatic jurisprudence recognize that the application of these methods, for all their virtues, sets the 
restrictive limits in understanding the practical operation of positive law and the originality of its theoretical vision3. 
Nevertheless, the application of these methods in the study of legal reality allows drawing a conclusion about 
general progress trends of criterion concepts that are fundamental to the law of civil procedure. The term “concept” 
even from the point of view of classical formal logic can have different meanings, as in logic it is identified 
ambiguity, inaccuracy of content and scope of certain forms of human thought, which are considered as concepts and 
are not removed from the scope of modern logic. At the same time, like other abstractions, reflecting features 
(relationships between objects); criterion concepts in the law of civil procedure reflecting the phenomenon cannot be 
merely features. In particular, in monograph of R.O. Opalev4 as criterion concepts general, abstract, fuzzy concepts 
are comprehended, that are expressed in the sources of law governing the civil and administrative proceedings, and 
are intended to provide law enforcer (in a specific case) the relative freedom of action.  
L. Zadeh as a founder of fuzzy logic developed a mathematical apparatus by which it became possible to describe 
the fuzzy concepts, operated with the fuzzy formalisms, and, as a result, obtained the fuzzy conclusions5,6,7. By 
application of the mathematical apparatus of fuzzy logic one can improve the correctness of legal terminology, in 
particular, of criterion concepts, which, in turn, one can considerably bring together scientists from different 
disciplines, increase the dialogic and methodological potential of legal research, and, thus, enhance the status and 
significance of jurisprudence in whole.  
2.  Problem formulation 
Lack of accuracy in the formulations of procedural law is one of the most actual and unavoidable problems of 
practical jurisprudence. According to K. Zeelman8 (German legal scholar) the phenomenon of semantic uncertainty 
of legal norms is known ab origin of the legal doctrine. Most clearly, this uncertainty manifests itself in criterion 
concepts, which are used in law though relatively not long ago, but they have deep enough roots, because have to do 
with the forms of human thought and means of expression. Most of the phraseology used in the legal theory and 
legal practice are not artificially created, and are based on natural (literary) language. Moreover, the legal 
terminology inherently much more incorporates the laws and regularities of natural language, rather than, for 
example, the system of chemical or physical terms. Language of legal norms has completely inherent properties of 
natural language systems including such as synonymy and polysemy, which are actually the main sources of 
uncertainty.  
Sometimes (if not often) it is impossible under each common word in the legal statement to imply a strictly 
defined legal concept with its own specific content. Such it would seem clear ex facte the terms as “dispute”, 
“interest”, “possibility" and even “justice” still have not found a unique understanding in the legal science, as in 
natural language depending on the context these terms have different values. In addition, the many-valuedness of 
word and fuzziness of its concept expressed are completely different things. Multivalued word can have 
simultaneously several well-defined(crisp) concepts. In this case, the uncertainty associated with the response on 
question: what of the values of word do mean in a given context of the legal wording. Uncertainty immediately 
disappears if you select an adequate value of alternative synonyms of word. However, when operating with fuzzy 
concepts of law a completely different factor of uncertainty is appeared, which manifests itself in the framework of a 
single value (term) of the word as linguistic variable. Thus, the most topical problem is deliverance of the 
propositions of law and criterion concepts, in particular, from the fuzziness as one of the factors of uncertainties 
inherent in natural language system. Such uncertainty can be eliminated by contextual environment of “fuzzy word”. 
However, it is not always possible because descriptive technique of droit is not and cannot a priori be perfect.  
Let us choose, for example, the frequently occurring in legislation criterion concepts, such as “reliable”, “with 
difficulty”, “immediately”, “basic”, “special”, “obviously”, etc. In droit, they have the same meaning as the 
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corresponding words of natural language. Even in normal (for example, everyday) word usage their content is often 
vague and allows multi-valued interpretation. Nevertheless, the use of the above propositions of law in legislation 
does not mean that there has been negligence of legislator, especially in some cases substantial vagueness 
(fuzziness) of legal terms is justified because it gives the required flexibility of legal phraseology.  
It is well known that the existing propositions of law, in which the reality of language is inextricably combined 
with the realities of thought, in its essence and form are logical propositions (rules), which affirm or abnegate 
anything about the considered objects and relations of reality. Also known and it is shared by many scientists that in 
the application of legal rules it is impossible to expect absolute accuracy. However, the sources of inaccuracies in 
the law enforcement are investigated, as a rule, enough perfunctorily, are not disclosed and are not analyzed their 
causes in terms of modern scientific concepts, one of which is legally fuzzy logic. Therefore, the main purpose of 
this article is disclosure and estimation of the methodological significance of fuzzy logic in respect to law making 
and law enforcement from the position of the existence of the criterion concepts and their logical nature.  
3.  Logical structures of criterion concept and legal norm 
Thus, criterion concepts –are not detailed (i.e. not specifically explained) terms that summarize the most common 
typical feature of some legal concepts, and detailing of legal concepts is realized in each concrete case at discretion 
of the law enforcer. Criterion concepts are applied in all legal norms. For example, criterion concept “large damage” 
is used in the majority of Articles of Criminal Code of Azerbaijan Republic (CC of AR)9.  
When using criterion concepts in law-making it is necessary to take into account the high degree of formalization 
of legal norms, necessity of short and laconic statement of its content part. However, even the presence of a high 
level of legal culture and moral maturity of law enforcer (of law court or decision-makers) do not always allow him 
to objectively and unambiguously interpret the essence of the criterion concept in a particular situation. Therefore, in 
legislative techniques it is necessary to use such formal means that used in the law criterion concepts (terms) do not 
underestimate comprehension of the text of the law, maximally promote to the establishment of its scope, the 
elucidation of the nature of legal institutions, and thereby ensure the effectiveness of its actions.  
It is well known that in the field of law enforcement it is impossible to claim to absolute accuracy. However, the 
presence of inaccuracy is not a base to explore in a perfunctory manner. Therefore, seeing such and such inaccuracy 
in the legal norm, lawyers confine oneself to consideration of the application of the given norm and do not try to 
analyze the inaccuracy with viewpoint of modern concepts and approaches. Meanwhile, during the XX century 
scientists from various countries are actively infatuated by the problems of overcoming of uncertainty, including 
fuzziness as one of its manifestations. One of them is L. Zadeh, whose works on Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Sets 
Theory are called-for in research and in practice. In the context of our discussion one can note that, for example, the 
English word «fuzzy» translated into Azeri or Russian languages has different interpretations. Here are some of 
them: vague, foggy, blurry, indistinct, etc. However, for some reasons from all this variety the word “fuzzy” was 
chosen for technical areas. Although in fact the content of the term «fuzzy» as criterion concept is best illustrated by 
the next structure: FUZZY=UNCLEAR and\or VAGUE and\or FOGGY and\or BLURRY and\or INDISTINCT and\or FLUFFY.  
Naturally, such interpretation of the word «fuzzy» is absolutely unpractical. But in terms of completeness of the 
content of given term as criterion concept this description is the most appropriate. Therefore, as a logical structure 
that reflects the content of the criterion concept it is understood the following formalism10:  
1 2 1 2\ \ ... \ \ \ \ ... \m mC x x x y y y               , (1) 
where C is the content of the criterion concept; xi (i=1÷n) are known features of this content; yj (j=1÷m) are 
additional features of criterion concept established during law enforcement.  
The structure of the legal norm is the topological collection (or unity) of three dialectically interrelated elements that 
support its functional autonomy. These elements are hypothesis, disposition and sanction. In the hypothesis there are 
described circumstances under which, in fact, legal norm is valid. In the disposition there are regulated behaviors of 
individual and corporate persons within the bounds of circumstances specified in the hypothesis. In the sanction 
there is a provided set of measures that can be applied to the violator of given norm. Character and ways of 
interacting of elements of the legal norms are established by prevailing social relations, as well as by specific 
peculiarities of the elements. At the same time, we cannot ignore the presence of the human factor in the face of the 
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legislator, who by his compulsory decision forms the content of elements of norm and connects their actions with 
other legal facts. Thus, the legal norm regulating social relations has three main functions: expresses the will of the 
law enforcer as his directive decision; is an assessment criterion of the behaviors of individual and corporate 
persons, is the key to resolving conflicts and legal disputes; establishes a measure of responsibility for failure or 
non-compliance with regulations. From a formal (mathematical) viewpoint legal norm N is usually represented as 
the following rule:  
(( ) ( )N C E C E S     ,  (2) 
where C represents the condition of the legal norm action (the legal situation); E is a legal order; S is a sanction. In 
this case the implication CE being a core of norm forms a cause-effect relation between a particular legal 
situation, which is the condition of the legal norm, and legal order. In this case, the presence of the offense entails 
appropriate sanction S. According to the principle (2) can be formalized the structure of any legal norm. However, in 
specific situations one can restrict by simplified wording. For example, suppose A represents element of some 
offence, and B represents a set of attributes of given offense. If equivalent relationship is installed between them, 
then sanction S will be applied. In other words, it is performed the following implicative rule:  
( )A B S|  .  (3) 
In essence, this rule expresses the following idea: the presence of element of some offence (A) having certain 
attributes (B) entails the application of appropriate sanctions (S). Implication (2) can be specified by change of 
characters with appropriate formulas expressing the structures of criterion concepts. As a result, one can obtain more 
complex configurations of the legal norms.  
4.  Fuzzy modeling of legal norm subject to semantic uncertainty of criterion concepts 
As an example let us consider Article 165 – “Infringement of author's or adjacent rights” of CC of AR, which 
formulates as follows9: “Illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or different 
way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary art or other product, its illegal reprinting or 
distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship and as a result of these acts damage caused was in significant 
size – “is punished by the penalty at a rate from hundred up to five hundred of nominal financial unit or public 
works for the term from hundred sixty up to two hundred forty hours”. The same acts committed: repeatedly; on 
preliminary arrangement by group of persons and by organized group – “is punished by the penalty at a rate from 
five hundred up to one thousands of nominal financial unit or imprisonment for the term up to three years”. 
In this case, the composition of the offense A is “illegal use of author's or adjacent rights” characterized by 
features B1 – “edition under a name or different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art 
or other product, its illegal reprinting or distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship”. Sanction S1 is 
“punished by the penalty at a rate from hundred up to five hundred of nominal financial unit or public works for the 
term from hundred sixty up to two hundred forty hours”. In the case of the additional features of offence B2 – “the 
same acts committed repeatedly or on preliminary arrangement by group of persons and by organized group”, then 
sanction S2 – “punished by the penalty at a rate from five hundred up to one thousands of nominal financial unit or 




( ( )) .
A B S
A B B S
| ­
® |  ¯
.  (4) 
Ex facte it seems that the wording of given legal norm and its logical formalism (4) are quite definite. However, it 
is only at first glance. The stumbling block here is the criterion concept “extensive damage”, or rather its semantic 
uncertainty. Along with the other terms of the linguistic variable “damage” such as “minor damage”, “large 
damage”, “extra-large damage”, “substantial damage”, etc. its interpretation is of great importance in law 
enforcement and lawmaking. The enquiry is unadvised estimate of the damage size can lead, on the one hand, to 
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insufficient enforcement of author's or adjacent rights protection, and on the other – to the unreasonable extension of 
applied sanctions. Moreover, in various situations the terms of the linguistic variable “damage” can be interpreted 
differently. Therefore, for each concrete case it is desirable to form the corresponding scale of graduation.  
5.  Classification of the offense (on example of Art. ʋ 165 of the CC of AR)  
Obviously, the law enforcement process (judicial proceedings) is multi criterion procedure, which implicates the 
use of a compositional rule of estimation aggregation for each concrete case. To estimate the offense and formulate 
of appropriate sanctions let us choose five criterion concepts: u1 – “minor damage”; u2 – “significant damage”; u3 – 
“large damage”; u4 – “substantial damage”; u5 – “extra large damage”. In other words, ɋ=(u1, u2, u3, u4, u5) is a set 
of attributes, which classify sanctions. Then, assuming that used in the legal norm criteria are fuzzy sets, one can 
estimate the offense with sufficient set of fuzzy implicative rules in the form “If ..., then ...” and on this basis one 
can establish the appropriate scale of possible sanctions gradations.  
So, let us paraphrase the main provisions of Art. No 165 of the CC of AR as follows: 
e1: “If there are illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or different way in 
assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other product, as well as compulsion to co-
authorship, then it is prescribed a minimum punishment (the penalty at a rate from hundred up to five hundred of 
nominal financial unit)”;  
e2: “If in addition to the above there are illegal reprinting or distribution of another's scientific, literary, art or 
other product, then it is prescribed a punishment above the minimum (public works for the term from hundred sixty 
up to two hundred forty hours)”;  
e3: “If, in addition to the conditions specified in e2, the same acts committed repeatedly on preliminary 
arrangement by group of persons and by organized group, then it is prescribed a maximum punishment 
(imprisonment for the term up to three years)”;  
e4: “If in the present case, there are attributes mentioned in e3, but instead a group of persons it is impaired by one 
person repeatedly infringed copyrights, then it is prescribed a moderate punishment (the penalty at a rate from five 
hundreds up to one thousands of nominal financial unit)”;  
e5: “If there is compulsion to co-authorship, but it is not confirmed illegal reprinting or distribution of another's 
scientific, literary, art or other product by group of persons and by organized group, then it is prescribed a moderate 
punishment (the penalty at a rate from five hundreds up to one thousands of nominal financial unit)”;  
e6: “If it is not confirmed edition under a name or different way in assignment of authorship of another's 
scientific, literary, art or other product, as well as compulsion to co-authorship, then components of crime is absent”.  
In the above statements (cause-effect relations), we assume the following features as input characteristics: X1 – 
edition under a name or different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other 
product; X2 – compulsion to co-authorship; X3 – reprinting or distribution of another's scientific, literary, art or other 
product; X4 – illegal use of author's or adjacent rights repeatedly by group of persons or by organized group; X5 – 
illegal use of author's or adjacent rights repeatedly by one person, and Y – punishment (level of applied sanction) as 
output characteristic. Then, defining corresponding values (terms) of linguistic variables Xi (i=1÷5) and Y, based on 
the above statements let us construct fuzzy implicative rules in the form:  
e1: “If X1=BE and X2=BE, then Y=MINIMAL”; e2: “If X1=BE and X2=BE and X3=BE, then Y=ABOVE THE MINIMAL”;  
e3: “If X1=BE and X2=BE and X3=BE and X4=BE, then Y=MAXIMAL”;  
e4: “If X1=BE and X2=BE and X3=BE and X5=BE, then Y=MODERATE”;  
e5: “If X2=BE and X3=BE NOT and X4=BE, then Y=MODERATE”; e6: “If X1=BE NOT ɢ X2=BE NOT, then Y=ABSENT”.  
Suppose that linguistic variable Y is defined on discrete set J={0; 0.1; 0.2; …; 1}. Then used in implicative rules 
its terms one can describe for all xJ by fuzzy sets with corresponding membership functions11: Y1=MINIMAL, 
1
( )Y x xP  ; Y2=ABOVE THE MINIMAL, 2 ( )Y x xP  ; Y4=MAXIMAL, 4 4( ) 1,  if  1,  and ( ) 0, if 1; Y Yx x x xP P     
Y3=MODERATE, 3
2( )Y x xP  ; Y5=ABSENT, 5 ( ) 1Y x xP   . To fuzzify the terms from left parts of accepted rules 
Gaussian membership functions 2 2( ) exp{ ( 1) / }
kY k
u uP V    (k=1÷5) are used, which restore the fuzzy sets on 
support vector (u1, u2, u3, u4, u5), where 1( ) / 2i i iu d d   (i=1÷5) (see Fig. 2). In this case, values for Vk are chosen 
in agreement with priority of offence attributes within legal norm. Obtained gradation of damage estimation levels 
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are presented in general form. However, obviously that any interval [d0, d5] one can convert to unit segment [0, 1] 
by simple transformation x=d0+t(d5-d0), where t[0, 1]. Therefore, evaluating illegal use of author's or adjacent 
rights in aspect of caused damage is graduated on a scale of unit segment: [0; 0.2] – minor damage; (0.2; 0.4] – 
significant damage; (0.4; 0.6] – large damage; (0.6; 0.8] – substantial damage; (0.8; 1] – extra-large damage, where 
di=0.2i (i=0÷5), one can fuzzify the terms from left parts of implicative rules as:  
x BE (edition under a name or different way in assignment …): 
1 2 3 4 5
0.0392 0.1409 0.3679 0.6977 0.9608A
u u u u u
     ;  
x BE (compulsion to co-authorship): 
1 2 3 4 5
0.0183 0.0889 0.2910 0.6412 0.9518B
u u u u u
     ;  
x BE (reprinting or distribution of another's ...): 
1 2 3 4 5
0.0063 0.0468 0.2096 0.5698 0.9394C
u u u u u
     ;  
x BE (illegal use of author's or adjacent rights repeatedly …): 
1 2 3 4 5
0.0130 0.0183 0.1299 0.4797 0.9216D
u u u u u
     ;  
x BE (illegal use of author's or adjacent rights repeatedly…): 
1 2 3 4 5
0.0001 0.0040 0.0620 0.3679 0.8948E
u u u u u
     .  
Then according to these formalisms let us formulate fuzzy rules as: 
e1: “If X1=A and X2=B, then Y=Y1”; e2: “If X1=A and X2=B and X3=C, then Y=Y2”; e3: «If X1=A and X2=B and 
X3=C and X4=D, then Y=Y4”; e4: “If X1=A and X2=B and X3=C and X5=E, then Y=Y3”; e5: “If X2=B and X3=C and 
X4=D, then Y=Y3”; e6: “If X1=A and X2=B, then Y=Y0”.  
For left parts of these rules it is necessary to calculate membership functions ( )
iM
uP  (i=1y6). In particular:  
e1: 1 ( )= min{ ( ), ( )}M A Buu u uP P P , 1
1 2 3 4 5
0.0183 0.0889 0.2910 0.6412 0.9518M
u u u u u
     ;  
e2: 2 ( )= min{ ( ), ( ), ( )}M A B Cuu u u uP P P P , 2
1 2 3 4 5
0.0063 0.0468 0.2096 0.5698 0.9394M
u u u u u
     ;  
e3: 3 ( )= min{ ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )}M A B C Duu u u u uP P P P P , 3
1 2 3 4 5
0.0010 0.02 0.1299 0.4797 0.92M
u u u u u
     ;  
e4: 4 ( )= min{ ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )}M A B C Euu u u u uP P P P P , 4
1 2 3 4 5
0.0010 0.0040 0.06 0.368 0.895M
u u u u u
     ;  
e5: 5 ( )= min{ ( ), 1- ( ), ( )}M B C Duu u u uP P P P , 5
1 2 3 4 5
0.0013 0.018 0.1299 0.430 0.0606M
u u u u u
     ;  
e6: 6 ( )= min{1- ( ), 1- ( )}M A Buu u uP P P , 6
1 2 3 4 5
0.9608 0.8591 0.6321 0.3023 0.0392M
u u u u u
     .  
As result, one can rewrite the rules in more compact form: e1: “If X=M1, then Y=Y1”; e2: “If X=M2, then Y=Y2”; e3: 
“If X=M3, then Y=Y4”; e4: “If X=M4, then Y=Y3”; e5: “If X=M5, then Y=Y3”; e6: “If X=M6, then Y=Y0”. 
To transform this rules let us use Lukasiewicz’s implication11. Then for each (u, j)W×J on W×J one can obtain 
correspondent fuzzy relations: R1, R2, …, R6, intersection of which produces following general functional solution R:  
0.9817  0.9987  0.9987  0.9492  0.8792  0.7892  0.6792  0.5492  0.3992  0.2292  0.0392
0.9111  0.9817  0.9817  0.9817  0.9809  0.8909  0.7809  0.6509  0.5009  0.3309  0.1409
0.7090  0.8090  0.8701  0.R  8701  0.8701  0.8701  0.8701  0.8701  0.7279  0.5579  0.3679
0.3588  0.4588  0.5203  0.5203  0.5203  0.5203  0.5203  0.5203  0.5203  0.5203  0.6977









To define sanction according to the level of caused damage because of offence it is necessary to apply the rule of 
composition reference in the fuzzy domain: Ek=GkqR, where Ek is the sanction by causing of damage of k-th level; 
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Gk is describing of k-th level of damage by appropriate fuzzy subset. Then, according to composition rule11 Ek is k-th 
row of matrix R. Now, to classify sanctions let us use defuzzification procedure for fuzzy outputs of applied model. 
Therefore, for 1st level of damage we have:  
1
0.9817 0.9987 0.9987 0.9492 0.8792 0.7892 0.6792 0.5492 0.3992 0.2292 0.0392
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
E            . 










 ¦ , we have:  
x for 0<Į<0.039: ǻĮ=0.039, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9; 1}, M(E1Į)=0.5;  
x for 0.039<Į<0.229: ǻĮ=0.19, E1Į={0;0.1;0.2;0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8; 0.9}, M(E1Į)=0.45;  
x for 0.229<Į<0.399: ǻĮ=0.17, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7; 0.8}, M(E1Į)=0.4;  
x for 0.399<Į<0.549: ǻĮ=0.15, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.7}, M(E1Į)=0.35;  
x for 0.549<Į<0.679: ǻĮ=0.13, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6}, M(E1Į)=0.3;  
x for 0.679<Į<0.789: ǻĮ=0.11, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5}, M(E1Į)=0.25;  
x for 0.789<Į<0.879: ǻĮ=0.09, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4}, M(E1Į)=0.20;  
x for 0.879<Į<0.949: ǻĮ=0.07, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3}, M(E1Į)=0.15;  
x for 0.949<Į<0.9817: ǻĮ=0.0325, E1Į={0; 0.1; 0.2}, M(E1Į)=0.10;  
x for 0.9817<Į<0.9987: ǻĮ=0.017, E1Į={0.1; 0.2}, M(E1Į)=0.15.  
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By similar actions, one can calculate estimations of other outputs: for level of damage u2 – F(E2)=0.3714; for u3 – 
F(E3)=0.4578; for u4 – F(E4)=0.6431; for u5 – F(E5)=0.9608. Thus, in accepted assumption finale scale for 
estimation and choosing sanctions on discussed affair about illegal use of author's or adjacent rights can present as 
following: [0; 0.3268] – minor damage; (0.3268; 0.3714] – significant damage; (0.3714; 0.4578] – large damage; 
(0.4578; 0.6431] – substantial damage; (0.6431; 0.9608] – extra-large damage. Inherently, the value 0.3268 being 
defuzzified output of fuzzy model of legal norm “Illegal use of author's or adjacent rights” as upper level 
corresponds to sanction E1 according to minor damage. Similarly, we mean that defuzzified output 0.3714 is upper 
level of sanction E2 according to significant damage; 0.4578 is upper level of sanction E3 according to large damage; 
0.6431 is upper level of sanction E4 according to substantial damage; 0.9608 is upper level of sanction E2 according 
to extra-large damage.  
6.  Estimation of offence (on example of Art. ʋ 165 of the CC of AR) 
Now, after establishment of reasonable scale for classification of sanctions in respect to illegal use of author's or 
adjacent rights let us realize estimation of offence. To this effect accepting basis logic structure (4) corresponding 
legal norm, let us construct following quite trivial implicative rules:  
1. if for the first time as a result of illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or 
different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other product, its illegal reprinting 
or distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship and as a result of these acts damage caused was in minor 
size, then components of crime are absent;  
2. if for the first time as a result of illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or 
different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other product, its illegal reprinting 
or distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship and as a result of these acts damage caused was in 
significant size, then it is prescribed a minimum punishment in the form of the penalty at a rate from hundred up 
to five hundred of nominal financial unit;  
3. if for the first time as a result of illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or 
different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other product, its illegal reprinting 
or distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship and as a result of these acts damage caused was in large 
size, then it is prescribed an above minimum sanction, i.e. punishment in the form of public works for the term 
from hundred sixty up to two hundred forty hours;  
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4. if repeatedly as a result of illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or 
different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other product, its illegal reprinting 
or distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship and as a result of these acts damage caused was in 
substantial size, then it is prescribed a moderate punishment in the form of the penalty damage at a rate from five 
hundreds up to one thousand of nominal financial unit;  
5. if repeatedly as a result of illegal use of author's or adjacent rights objects, that is edition under a name or 
different way in assignment of authorship of another's scientific, literary, art or other product, its illegal reprinting 
or distribution, as well as compulsion to co-authorship and as a result of these acts damage caused was in extra-
large size, then it is prescribed a maximal punishment in the form of the imprisonment for the term up to three 
years with deprivation of property;  
6. if mentioned acts committed on preliminary arrangement by group of persons and by organized group and 
damage caused was in extra-large size, then it is prescribed a maximal punishment in the form of the 
imprisonment for the term up to three years with deprivation of property.  
Here as input characteristics two criterion concepts of legal norm are used: linguistic variable A1 – size of caused 
damage by illegal use of author's or adjacent rights, which has 5 values (terms) formalized by Gaussian membership 
functions with nodes in the correspondent points ui=[0.2(i-1)+0.2i]/2 (i=1÷5) (see Fig. 3); linguistic variable A2 – 
availability of similar precedent in the past or availability of other persons of criminal offence, which has 3 values 
(terms) formalized by Gaussian membership functions with nodes in the points 0, 0.5 and 1 accordingly.  
Output characteristic is linguistic variable Y – the level of subsequent punishment, which has 5 fuzzy values 
(terms) described by Gaussian membership functions with nodes in the points 0.3268, 0.3714, 0.4578, 0.6431 and 
0.9608 accordingly. Let us consider special case: person makes offence first time because of which it is caused the 
damage at a rate of nine hundreds of nominal financial unit. Assume that given sum belongs to interval u2 or, in our 
case, to interval [0.2, 0.4]. Then realizing above rules in notation of MATLAB/Fuzzy Inferences System one can 
calculate output value 0.38. In accordance with obtained gradation of punishment levels given value provides the 
above minimum sanction, i.e. punishment in the form of public works for the term from 160 up to 240 hours.  
7.  Conclution  
Within the disclosure and assessment of methodological significance of fuzzy logic in law-making and law 
enforcement the  approach to overcoming of semantic uncertainty in criterion concepts of the procedural law is 
offered. Offered fuzzy interpretation of Article 165 – “Infringement of author's or adjacent rights” of CC of AR 
demonstrates the cause-effect relationship between criterion concepts and applied sanctions. In other words, on base 
of existing criterion concepts as terms of linguistic variable “damage” there were obtained fuzzy analogs of possible 
sanctions within the discussed legal norm and, in particular, the sanction satisfied to criterion concept “substantial 
damage”. 
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